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TO PURSUE AN
INTERNATIONAL

MBA



The experience of doing an MBA abroad enables you to

handle hurdles in life and prepare you to tackle

business-related issues in a more efficient way.

Pursuing an MBA Internationally, would give you a

chance of working at the global offices of top

companies giving you top notch industrial exposure.

At International Business Schools you get a great

opportunity to participate at Networking fairs, powerful

and diverse Alumni Associations, and people from

different countries which are amazing chances to build a

reliable professional network.

Global Business Schools are home to students and faculty

from all over the world, which gives you the chance to

have top quality peer learning as well as the inter cultural

integration helps you develop your personality much

better.

The ROI for an MBA from globally recognized B-schools

is extremely high, as the salaries offered are lucrative.
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Chances to upskill
yourself

Return on
Investment

Extraordinary
International
career
opportunities

Networking and
personal growth
opportunities

Unrivalled Multi-
cultural Exposure



The Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT) is a selection process by 
which business schools select future people in the business. 

GMAT is a computerized, multiple-choice-based examination that usually is a 
requirement for aspiring students to get themselves globally enrolled in
business programs like MBA. 

To maintain a standard selection measure, the test makers designed and 
monitored GMAC to fathom the preparation of applicants for graduate-level 
academics. 
Business schools will select you based on your GMAT score, along with your 
academic record, work experience, supporting elements to assess your zeal 
for the extensively rigorous MBA program. 

What is  GMAT?



GMAT checks your command over basic knowledge in disciplines like 
mathematics, English, and computer science. To be precise- algebra, 
arithmetic, multi-source data analysis, and grammar are what they are 
evaluating you in. 

Keeping academic disciplines apart, GMAT also measures students' ability to 
analyze written data and check critical thinking to solve the problem. 

Usually, the GMAT is a test to grade your critical thinking skills. The key to 
scoring well in GMAT is your ability to reason through and work on the 
information provided. 

The test contains four distinct sections, although you will have only one thing 
in common- critical thinking and analysis skills. 

Why 
 GMAT?



The materials on the GMAT are divided into four test sections. Two of them 
are scored separately, and the rest even though scored apiece, they are 
combined to generate your final score.

Analytical 
Writing 
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Securing a high score on the GMAT will take you directly to your 
dream business school. 

GMAT MBAMBA

Dream B-School



MBA Abroad Application supports all-around excellence rather than 
just a high test score.

IMPORTANT

A significant contributor to top global B-Schools' success is their 
admission process that ensures that they get the right (and diverse) 
students' set. As a part of the process, these B-Schools look at 
individual applicants from a 360-degree view -spanning career goals, 
management aptitude, past academic performance, professional 
experience, profile diversity, and more.

B-School Application Process



Verzeo is one platform that mentors students by creating channels to 
foster their learning potential. Verzeo helps its students to access a 
wide variety of extensive training programs, hackathons, and 
projects. 

The programs are collaboratively interactive and take place under the 
mentorship of industry professionals and experts. With Verzeo, get 
blessed with seamless Internships and Job Opportunities. 

Verzeo has collaborated with technical notables to create an alluring 
platform. With AI-based software at its backbone, it offers a consistent 
ecosystem available from any corner of the world by anyone. 

If you opt for Verzeo, you will be promised fun, interactive sessions 
that will empower students, leading them Anywhere and Anywhere.

Why 
Verzeo?



Perks of choosing Verzeo:

A Great Team

Experience top-notch 
professionality during the 
time you are a part of our 

organization.

Independence

We encourage your skills and 
knowledge and help fine-tune 

them.

Consultancy

We have former executives 
and experts in place to help 
you pick between options 
and clear any conflicting 

ideas you have.

Expert Mentor

Our organization includes 
some of the most skilled 

mentors who have worked at 
some of the top industries.

•  Verbal Practice papers

•  Quants Practice papers

•  Full-Length Tests

•  Books that cover the GMAT syllabus delivered to your doorstep

•  Tricks & Tips for AWA, IR

•  Personalized Study Plan 

•  Additional institute application support

Our study materials consist of:



Total Course: 
•  80+ Hours split over 17 weeks starting from 3rd April

•  Weekend Classes (2 hours on Saturday & 3 hours on Sunday) 

Classes on weekends only, to not disturb your existing schedule

An MBA graduate from IIM Ahmedabad who has scored a 740 
(Q50, V40) on his GMAT.  He has about 14 years (almost 10 
years in the US) of work experience in technology consulting 
and design of leading enterprise products. He is a creative 
person, a storyteller, and a passionate data-driven 
decision-maker, with a teaching experience of 2 years.

Romit Sen
Mentor



Pricing Plan: 

Duration 4 Months (17 Weeks)

Cost : Rs.30,000/- (Launch Offer)
*Zero-Cost EMI Available*


